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Another look at spatial summation
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Forward: Volume Conductor Models

• Volume conductor models estimate electric potentials at the 
measurement locations given a source distribution (well posed).

a) Single-Sphere Model: Easy to compute but does not consider the 
smearing effect of the skull. 

b) Multiple layer-Sphere Models: More accurate representation of the 
brain layer components (brain, skull and scalp) but does not account for 
the inhomogeneity of the human brain.  (Multi channel recording is 
possible) (Zhang, 1994,1999)
c) Realistic head models: Use of real human head models, volume 
currents cannot be disregarded as in Sphere Models.  (Sensor fitted 
sphere and 3D interpolation scheme algorithms, Elmer et. al.) BEM, 
FEM and FDM (Hallez et. al., 2005)

electromagnetic basics



primary currents: primary + secondary currents:

Poisson’s equation



variational formulation 

Neural Fields &  Corticothalamic Feedback

DJ Strauss et al. Corticofugal Modulation due to Listening Effort.
Cog Neurodyn. In Press

Amari equation:

for discrete 
networks

picture from Izhikevich et al., UCSD



corticothalamic transfer function

C Trenado, L Haab, DJ Strauss. 
Corticothalamic feedback dynamics for neural correlates of auditory

selective attention. IEEE Trans Neural Syst Rehabil Eng. pp. 17:46-52, 2009

neurofunctional mapping to the 
hearing path

inverse EEG Source Localization



Neural field models

Models that consider neuronal-assemblies immersed
in global fields of synaptic action to describe the
spatio- temporal behavior of the human brain.

Two distinct approaches based on brain organization:

1. The cortex treated as a homogenous sheet of interconnected
neurons that generate waves of propagating excitatory activity. 
(Wilson, 1973; Wilson & Cowan, 1973; Nunez, 1974; van 
Rotterdam et al., 1982; Jirsa & Haken, 1996; Wright & Liley, 1996; 
Robinson et al., 1997, 2001; Liley et al., 2002).

2.     Neural field models on cortical colums
On a scale of approximately 0.1–0.3 mm, the neocortex is
organized into patches of densely interconnected neurons known
as cortical columns. The neocortical activity can thus be modeled
as an array of  weakly coupled dynamical subsystems.



Corticothalamic loops

Simplified outline of corticothalamic loops

Superficial layers (I-III)
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Thalamic reticular n.

Specific & non specific
thalamic cores


